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HOW TO OVERCOME SATAN 

 
Beloved Parents MelquisedecLisbet, it is with great joy and great spiritual love that we 
greet You, our Sovereign and Eternal Gods. For us, it is of much benefit and a great 
honor that you use us in Your Kingdom of Justice and Peace, Love, and Truth. 
 
We are very grateful because You have established Your Justice in us to make us shine 
with Your light and make us heirs of the promise. Thank you for so much patience, for 
so much love and for so much dedication to us. 
 
Our Queen Christ Lisbet does not stop working in order to build Her temple and form 
Her great power in us, to take us to the fullness of the deity's excellence, of 
MelquisedecLisbet. 
 
Without You, we could not exist in this Kingdom; we are nothing, we have nothing and 
we know nothing. But with You we have everything and we are important, we are 
Your holy angels and everything has meaning and order because You are the praise of 
praise. Amen, Hallelujah! 
 
Eternal Parents, here is a new writing that you put in my mind to share with all the 
holy angels who love justice, with the OBJECTIVE for us to have more valuable 
spiritual elements or tools, and if we use them well they will help us achieve victory to 
destroy death. Amen, Hallelujah. 
 
This writing is titled: HOW TO OVERCOME SATAN 
 
EVERYONE WHO LISTENS TO CHRIST LISBET TO OBEY HER IN THIS TIME OF 
FULFILLMENT, WILL HAVE THE HONOR AND THE PRIVILEGE OF KNOWING GOD. 
 
And when you know God well, you know that Their judgment is only present after we 
have heard the voice of our Mother Christ Lisbet because justice is manifested in God’s 
judgment. In other words, Her imparted teaching manifests the justice that leads us to 
live at ease bringing eternal peace to our lives. Amen, Hallelujah. 
 
Our Parents in Their great Wisdom and great love left all that is written as evidence of 
Their great Power and Fidelity. And everything spoken by Them from before time is 
fulfilled today in Their time of fulfillment.  
 
Let's see the following prophecy summarizing the wonderful work of Christ Lisbet in 
Her glorious manifestation. 
1 Corinthians 4:5  
5 Therefore, judge nothing before the time, until Christ Lisbet comes, who will also 
shed light on the hidden things of darkness, and will manifest the intentions of the 
hearts; and then each one will receive their praise from God.  
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This is perfectly fulfilled before our eyes, we are Her faithful witnesses, we have seen 
how Christ Lisbet manifested the truth and brought out what was hidden in the 
darkness. Which is, every intention of the heart is manifest and that is how every holy 
angel is receiving their praise from God. This is so wonderful, what a beauty and what 
an honor it is to be in the presence of the Ones who without margin for error, fulfill 
everything that is written. 
 
Through this writing, our beloved Parents give us more spiritual tools that will help us 
along the way to receive the Praise that comes from God MelquisedecLisbet, which is a 
result of having heard, believed and faithfully fulfilled all the teachings of Christ 
Lisbet, who with so much love and excellence is leading us to the fulfillment of 
"DEATH IS SWALLOWED IN VICTORY", and thus Their praise be for all eternity. Amen, 
Hallelujah. Our Parents also want to give us more details of how we can defeat Satan 
with Their great power, love, and self-control.  
 
Let's see the details that are contemplated in the following points. 
 

1. Our Mother Christ Lisbet IS PRESENT establishing Her holy judgment,  
and we, as her obedient and faithful children, enjoy receiving all Her cleansing and 
purification. We receive Her praise so that Her Justice multiply, because, in the good 
decree and in the perfect plan of God, according to Their good purpose, They wanted 
to establish the righteous ones in this time of the end of death and for that purpose 
they give us manna from Heaven so that the Wisdom of God may abound in our hearts. 
(Luke 6:45, Proverbs 4:23) 
 
We are living and enjoying the holy judgment of God; Our Parents do a wonderful job 
in us, they have given us "much of Their wisdom" to prove and establish us as Their 
obedient and faithful children. They test us through an examination with Their 
instructions of eternal life, They teach us how to speak correctly and with respect, 
how to behave in an orderly manner and with Their mercy we are given the 
opportunity to reach a greater measure; for our desire is not to fail Them, but to 
please Them in everything and we are diligently engaged in living Their teachings and 
They greatly appreciate that we are obedient and faithful and give us more of Their 
Wisdom to continue to establish Their beautiful character in us.  
 
In Jeremiah 17:10 it says,  
10 I, Jehovah, MelquisedecLisbet, who search the mind, who test the heart, to give 
to each one according to their way, according to the fruit of their works. 
 
Our Parents are Righteous and have given us Their Wisdom so that we can behave 
with righteousness and that is why they test our hearts, to find us righteous and to 
perfect Their wonderful work in us; They have told us "he who has will be given 
more" (Mark 4:25) and we rejoice to receive Their wisdom for the purpose of obeying 
Her and we bear witness that it is thanks to Their love and mercy. For the condition of 
mortals is: man is like dust, which blooms like the flower of the field and perishes by 
doing his ill will. But we are receiving an incorruptible Kingdom to live eternally and 
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that is why it is necessary to continue learning from Christ Lisbet and thus be able to 
stop being mere mortals but rather be transformed into immortals, in the image and 
likeness of God, MelquisedecLisbet. 
 

2. Our Parents fulfill all that They promise, They give us Their knowledge as 
proof of love to show us how to overcome Satan but They allow Satan to 
bring temptation and the older brother does his evil well. 

 
Satan tempts us to try to prove that we are unjust and brings wrong thoughts, bad 
desires and wants to take advantage of all the bad habits of human nature because he 
uses the weaknesses of the human being to overcome those who are distracted and 
occupied in the things of the world.  
 
But an obedient and faithful child who receives the Word of Life is willing to sacrifice 
their carnal mind and knows that this sacrifice is pleasing to our spiritual Parents 
because with judgment we are a new creation in Christ Lisbet. She is our help mate 
and always protects us from the grip of the oppressor. We have Their mind, we have 
Their power and They test us with Their Word so we can demonstrate that we value 
Their teachings and put them into action. (1 Corinthians 10:13) 
 
God MelquisedecLisbet give us instructions in each manna and teach us everything we 
need in order to live eternally; then Satan comes unexpectedly and manifests the 
temptation. (Mark 4:15) 
 
What should an obedient and faithful child do with the word of life? Take out the 
most powerful weaponry when a situation arises in which Satan wants to reign. And 
what is the most powerful weaponry? THE LOVE that MelquisedecLisbet granted us 
through Their teachings. And if we are spiritual children of MelquisedecLisbet then we 
are more than conquerors in Christ Lisbet. 
 
1 John 5:4  
4 For everything that is born of God overcomes the evil of this world and everyone 
who trusts in Christ Lisbet obtains victory. 
 
Satan's task is to make us forget what Christ Lisbet teaches us so that we doubt Her 
and slip away. But that is only achieved when a land is NOT fertile or in people who 
are weak in faith. In other words, in disobedient and unfaithful children and also in 
some children who want to obey but are easily distracted in matters that are not of 
the Kingdom and this causes a greater degree of difficulty to overcome Satan, since he 
takes advantage of those who are easily influenced or easily distracted. However, 
Satan wants to manifest his temptation in all the children, because it is to the 
descendants of GOD that the adversary tempts, and it is only with the Wisdom of God 
how we can overcome him, that is why we are more than conquerors in Christ Lisbet. 
 

3. Satan cannot overcome the child who constantly sows the word of Christ 
Lisbet in their mind. 
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And how is the word of Christ Lisbet planted in our minds permanently? Listening to 
Her instructions DAILY and accepting them with respect and attention, that is, 
obeying Her teaching to definitively change the way of living, doing what is good, 
giving the appropriate fruit according to the measure that each one reaches, at thirty, 
at sixty and until reaching the one hundred percent of the measure; for if we are 
diligent we will arrive at the stature of the fullness of the deity. 
 
A good sower is characterized by sowing in the morning and in the afternoon 
(Ecclesiastes 11:6). Now, what will be of the distracted one? How much more 
difficult will it be for the one who believes that he does not need to be constantly 
listening to the word taught by Christ Lisbet to prepare himself well and thus be able 
to overcome? 
 

4. Our spiritual Parents do not want to see their children suffer. 
 
The mercy of our Parents is so great that They speak to us in different ways and with 
different means so that we can attend to Their instructions and save ourselves; 
because everyone who hears the Word of Life for the purpose of obeying has a new 
opportunity to start again and take steps to perfection, because the word of 
MelquisedecLisbet does not return empty. In other words, it causes the fruits of 
justice to germinate in the mind that receives it and accepts it with joy and humility. 
(Isaiah 55: 10-11). 
 

5. With the Light is how we are ending the darkness that wants to reach the 
mind. 

 
He who walks in darkness satisfying the desires and failures of the carnal mind will 
never quench his thirst and will always walk in shame and without light until he dies. 
That is why Christ Lisbet came and is speaking with clear instructions and gives us 
Her light to take us out of darkness, and Her instructions are to live in an orderly way. 
But let us remember that Satan comes to try to mislead us, but darkness does not 
prevail over light. Of course not, because we say to him: "Beloved brother, you know 
that our Parents MelquisedecLisbet have given me the reign and I have the 
power in my mind and in my mouth to establish the Divine Justice and you are 
my friend, come and I will teach you how to behave with justice and with truth ". 
Then, we immediately show him the correct order according to MelquisedecLisbet 
which is how we proceed. 
 

6. Satan will always try to make you deny the truth. 
 
Christ Lisbet gave us Her law so that we can learn to love ourselves and love others 
but Satan brings the temptation to deny the truth. It is something like if we were 
driving a car, we have the traffic laws that tell us: if the traffic light is green it is to 
advance, if it is in yellow it is to reduce the speed and proceed with caution and if it is 
red It is to stop. But Satan, on the other hand, tells us: when it is in red; go ahead, 
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continue with your unpleasantness, get angry and scream to be respected, do not let 
them make fun of you, take the pill or the remedy to alleviate yourself. There are many 
ways and means that Satan uses to make us fall and continue in error. And as you pay 
attention to what Satan tells you, all kinds of things will manifest, such as a bad 
attitude and evil desires. But those who know the instructions of Christ Lisbet, tell him 
with the truth to step aside because with lies he will not be able to stand against us. 
And Satan identifies that this child is righteous and has the power to overcome him so 
he surrenders before the light, because of the abundance of the heart the mouth 
speaks, and when he hears that we ask God the Father Melquisedec in the name of God 
the Mother Christ Lisbet, he obeys. (Romans 10: 8-10, John 5:24). 
 
The teaching that our spiritual Mother gives us is so that we learn to fly and to do so 
with excellence, and then in the perfect time, we will undertake the great task of the 
children of God, to rescue the world from darkness. And what is to fly? It is to be 
patient, merciful, slow to anger and great in mercy, tolerant, fair, wise, a lover of truth 
and good order, to be the image and likeness of our Parents, MelquisedecLisbet. How 
beautiful! This is great, it is very big and valuable. To be like God and to establish 
Their justice, is a privilege that only God has granted to Their children and we can not 
miss this wonderful opportunity. We are speaking about our training of love, truth, 
justice, and peace, it is the destruction of death, and the vivification of the spirit. 
Amen, Hallelujah! 
 
Our Parents have a very beautiful purpose and want to make us shine. Our task is to 
LISTEN, ANALYZE, UNDERSTAND, RETAIN AND OBEY Their instructions of love, 
because by doing so we give a good testimony. We are the praise of the King and the 
Queen. Our powerful Mother Christ Lisbet does not want anyone to suffer and much 
less that they die, SHE WANTS EVERYONE TO ENJOY HER GREAT LOVE. Do you want 
to enjoy Her great Love? Then, understand that you must keep watch so that 
temptation does NOT come.  
 
We have to go by steps. First step. we have to speak the truth with love to Satan and 
to do this, it is necessary to LISTEN to Christ Lisbet DAILY and learn to be like Her. 
The second is to learn to speak and act with love towards our significant other, our 
children and all people in general. 
 
We see that the first step is very important because we learn from within ourselves, 
since we treat Satan with the love and truth that our Parents have taught us, because 
the true Christ teaches us to love our enemies and to pray for those who persecute us 
(Matthew 5:44), and thus we exercise ourselves in power, in love, and in self-control. 
Let's start with ourselves and then it will be easier with others, it will be so beautiful 
when we learn to fly completely. 
 

7. Satan has a set time to try to dominate because he is already defeated and 
he knows that his time is short, he has little time left so he does his task 
with great fury. (Revelation 12:2). 
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Now, we also know that we have a set time to overcome, because it is the same time 
that was given to Satan, it is a short time, to not be destroyed; So let's take advantage 
of this time to the fullest, let us occupy ourselves in listening to Christ Lisbet, in 
understanding, retaining and obeying Her. Our spiritual Mother told us that none of 
Her children will be lost, but She also told us that the disobedient and unfaithful 
children are already lost and that each one is responsible for their actions. This is for 
understanding and not for contending and if our Queen says so, put the seal of Amen; 
it is done!. 
 
Let us be taught, let's love this powerful Word and obey Her diligently since obedience 
is our delight; that is how we prove that we are worthy, that we are children of God 
MelquisedecLisbet, let us seize this great opportunity. 
 
Persist in hearing Her wise words every day, take advantage of every moment we 
have, let us not despise Her word by attending to unfruitful things, be wise and 
intelligent, for wisdom and intelligence is in Her and comes out through Her mouth. 
Let us not pass in vain this judgment so necessary and so useful without receiving Her 
justice. Let us make the most of this time, let us not be dominated by the things of the 
world, let us not do like the antichrist who clothed our Parents with sackcloth because 
of his rebellion. Let us live the eternal life that Christ Lisbet gives us, with appreciation 
and dedication, let us be obedient and faithful, let us be taught to soar. 
 
A hug for our Spiritual Parents with a lot of love and gratitude, for SO MUCH patience 
with us to teach us to fly. Hallelujah to our King and Queen of Salem for all eternity.  
 
Amen, Hallelujah! 
  
 
 


